
Open Position:

Continuous Improvement Manager

at Food Production Facility

Required experience in:
• High-volume food production / process manufacturing

• Indonesian language (conversational or more)

Preferable additional experience with:
• Food & beverage production

• Management & communication, cultural diversity

• Engineering, mechanics, etc.

Are you the right match for us?
East Bali Cashews is searching for an adventurous & versatile problem-solver with significant

experience in industrial food production to improve and develop the processing operations at

our factory located in Desa Ban, Karangasem, Bali.

Key responsibilities will evolve around the continuous improvement in efficiency & quality of all

facets of the production process from raw materials to final packaged product. While no prior

knowledge of the cashew industry is necessary, 5+ years of experience in commercial food

production / processing are essential. Daily activities will consist of all things improving,

measuring, evaluating, designing, implementing, maintaining, communicating & training in an

exciting snack production environment.

Our factory is located on the ‘wild side of Bali’, surrounded by nature, far from the busy tourist

hotspots of the south. It’s is a truly magnificent region that will require a good amount of

cultural adaptability & intelligence, ability to appreciate simplicity and at least a conversational

understanding of the Indonesian language.

While the remoteness, cultural & communication challenges may seem daunting (or

intriguing!), we’re an incredibly hospitable team ready to welcome you as one of our own. Be

ready, because you’re in for an exciting ride.



Company description. East Bali Cashews (EBC) is a young and innovative F&B company,
with a cashew nut processing factory in remote Karangasem, one of the poorest regions in Bali,
Indonesia. Founded in 2012, it combines sustainable and eco-friendly business practices with
its mission of community improvement and women's empowerment.

EBC capitalizes on the opportunity to process cashews domestically in Bali, rather than
shipping the raw product overseas for processing as is currently the standard. The company’s
focus lies on producing unique, healthy and sustainably sourced cashew snacks for the
domestic and international retail market. Since its launch, the company has created 500+ jobs
for the local community (85% of whom are women), raising the income of poor families and
achieving measurable impact on education and health outcomes for the community.

EBC’s growth has been rapid and the products are now successfully being distributed to over
4000 stores in Indonesia, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, UK, Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan
and the US. With 1000+ tons of cashews being processed per year and sales growth not
foreseeing a slow-down, the journey has just begun.

Visa, Work Permit, Competitive Salary, etc. will be provided.
To apply, please tell us why you're the right match for us and send your CV and motivation

to: intrecruit@eastbalicashews.com
In your application, please answer the following questions:

This position will require you to live in a beautiful but remote village most days of the week.
Are you ready for this? Why?


